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NEW QUESTION: 1
Note: This question is part of a series of questions that
present the same scenario. For your convenience, the scenario
is repeated in each question. Each question presents a
different goal and answer choices, but the text of the
scenarios is exactly the same in each question in this series.
You are developing a Master Data Management (MDM) solution for
a company by using Microsoft SQL Server Integration Services
(SSIS), SQL Server Master Data Services (MDS), and SQL Server
Data Quality Services (DQS).
You have an MDS model named Geography that contains the
entities described in the following table.
You define a domain-based attribute in the State entity that
references the CountryRegion entity. You define another
domain-based attribute in the city entity that references the
State and CountryRegion entities. A single derived hierarchy
named Geography supports navigation between the CountryRegion,
State, and City levels.
Subscription views exist for all entities. The subscription
views have the same name as the entity on which they are based.
You initialize each entity member. New City entity members are

imported daily based on customer city values in a Customer
Relationship Management (CRM) database. The CRM database is a
SQL Server relational database. When new cities are imported
from the CRM database, the state codes must be standardized to
those already defined in the State entity.
In the CRM database, sales managers and assigned to
countries/regions. A sales manager may be assigned to one or
more countries/regions. A country/region may have one or more
assigned sales managers. The CRM database contains a table
named ManagerCountryRegion that stores a row for each
manager-country/region relationship.
You create the following MDS users and map each user to an
Active Directory Domain Services (AD DS) user account: User1,
User2, and User3. Both User1 and User2 belong to the Explorer
functional area.
Users must be able to complete the tasks described in the
following table.
You need to complete the development of the SSIS data flow to
load cities into the City staging table.
Which transformation type should you use for Component 3?
A. Slowly Changing Dimension (SCD)
B. Conditional Split
C. Import Column
D. CDC Splitter
E. Lookup
Answer: C
Explanation:
Explanation
"When new cities are imported from the CRM database, the state
codes must be standardized to those already defined in the
State entity." The Import Column transformation reads data from
files and adds the data to columns in a data flow. This
transformation has one input, one output, and one error output.
References:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/sql/integration-services/dataflow/transformations/import-column-transformatio

NEW QUESTION: 2
An insurance company provides personal property insurance.
Jewelry is categorized as a special type of personal property.
Requests for jewelry coverage require that a user managing the
request is trained to appraise jewelry. The requirement is to
route assignments for jewelry appraisals to users who have this
skill, Which one of the following routing approaches would you
use?
A. Route directly to a user who is a member of work group that
uses skill rating parameters.
B. Route requests to a decision table which routes the request
to a work group in a location where there are users who have

appraisal skills.
C. Route requests to a work group that uses skill rating
parameters for work group members.
D. Route requests to a reporting manager who assigns the
request to an available user to ensure fast processing.
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 3
Refer to the exhibit.
You set up a SIP trunk on Cisco Unified Communications Manager
to two VCS servers. In which order do outgoing calls from Cisco
Unified Communications Manager to VCS Servers go?
A. Calls go through the first destination until it is
unreachable, then go through the second destination.
B. Cisco Unified Communications Manager sends a call to both
destinations and the call completes with the server that
responds first.
C. Calls are sent in a round-robin order.
D. Calls are sent randomly across both destinations.
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 4
Which of the following is NOT a capability of the IBM
PureApplication System?
A. Runs transactional databases in native mode
B. Enables dynamic customization for seamless growth
C. Includes all the infrastructure and middleware application
services needed for web
applications
D. Has built-in workload elasticity to handle changes in demand
Answer: A
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